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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The National Science Foundation (NSF) owned research vessel (R/V), Marcus G. Langseth, 
operated by Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory (L-DEO), a part of Columbia University, 
conducted a seismic survey of the Cascadia thrust zone in the Northeast Pacific Ocean.  The 
purpose of the survey was to provide information on complex buried structures in this region 
that appear to affect the frictional behavior of the plate boundary megathrust fault.  The R/V 
Langseth began this project immediately upon completion of survey line for the Juan de Fuca 
Plate Evolution and Hydration project, on 3 July 2012.  The survey was completed on 6 July 
2012 and the Langseth continued acquisition on survey lines for the Juan de Fuca Plate project 
once again. 
 
L-DEO submitted an application to the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) for a permit to 
harass marine mammals, incidental to the marine geophysical survey.  An Incidental 
Harassment Authorization (IHA) was granted on 27 June 2012 (Appendix A) with several 
mitigation measures that stipulated harassment to marine mammals.  Mitigation measures were 
implemented to minimize potential impacts to marine mammals throughout the duration of the 
survey.  Mitigation measures included, but were not limited to, the use of NMFS approved 
protected species observers (PSOs) for both visual and acoustic monitoring, establishment of 
safety radii, and implementation of ramp-up, power-down and shut-down procedures.  
 
RPS was contracted by L-DEO to provide continuous protected species observation coverage 
and to fulfill the environmental regulatory requirements and reporting mandated by NMFS in the 
IHA.  Four PSOs and one dedicated passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) operator were present 
on board the Langseth throughout the survey in this capacity.  
 
PSOs undertook a combination of visual and acoustic watches, conducting a total of 40 hours 
43 minutes of visual observations and 54 hours 31 minutes of acoustic monitoring over the 
course of the survey.  
 
This visual monitoring effort produced a project total of 19 protected species detection records; 
all for cetaceans.  Of the 19 cetacean detections, 12 detections were of mysticetes and nine 
detections of unidentified whales.  There were no acoustic detections using the PAM system. 
 
Detections of protected species resulted in ten mitigation actions being implemented; eight 
power-downs and two shut-downs of the acoustic source.  A known 35 cetaceans were 
observed to be exposed to received sound pressure levels equal to or greater than 160 dB from 
the acoustic source, constituting a level B harassment take as defined by NMFS.  Cetacean 
Level B harassment takes included 23 humpback whale ‘takes’, 10 unidentified whale ‘takes’, 
and two unidentified baleen whale ‘takes’.  The IHA originally issued 12 ‘takes’ for humpback 
whales and that number was exceeded on 5 July 2012.  At this time the 160 dB safety radius 
was used for humpback whales, however by the end of the project on 6 July 2012 the ‘takes’ for 
humpback whales had been exceeded by 11 animals. 
 
A project summary sheet of observation, detection, and operational totals can be found in 
Appendix B.  
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2. INTRODUCTION 

The following report details protected species monitoring and mitigation as well as seismic 
survey operations undertaken as part of the Cascadia Thrust Zone Structures (Trehu) marine 
geophysical survey on board the R/V Langseth from 3 July to 6 July 2012 in the Northeast 
Pacific Ocean. 
 
This document serves to meet the reporting requirements dictated in the IHA issued to L-DEO 
by NMFS on 27 June 2012.  The IHA authorized non-lethal takes of Level B harassment of 
specific marine mammals incidental to a marine seismic survey program.  NMFS has stated that 
seismic source received sound levels greater than 160 dB could potentially disturb marine 
mammals, temporarily disrupting behavior, such that they could be considered as “takes” of 
these exposed animals.  Potential consequences of Level B harassment taking could include 
effects such as temporary or permanent hearing threshold shifts, behavior modification and 
other reactions.  It is unknown to what extent cetaceans exposed to seismic noise of this level 
would express these effects, and in order to take a precautionary approach, NMFS requires that 
provisions such as safety radii, power-downs and shut-downs be implemented to mitigate for 
these potential impacts.  
 

2.1. PROJECT OVERVIEW AND LOCATION 

The survey was conducted in the northeastern Pacific Ocean, off the coast of Oregon.  The 
survey took place in the approximate area of 43 to 45° North and 124 to 125° West, where 
water depths ranged from ~50 m to 1000 m (Figure 1).  The Langseth deployed an array of 36 
airguns as an energy source.  The receiving system consisted of ocean bottom seismometers 
(OBSs).  As the airgun array was towed along the survey lines the OBSs record the returning 
acoustic signals internally for later analysis. 
 
A total of approximately 265.35 km of transect lines were surveyed.  The Langseth’s cruising 
speed was about 10-12 knots during transits and varied between 4 and 5 knots during the 
seismic survey.  Seismic acquisition began on 3 July 2012 and continued until 6 July 2012.   
 
This study will result in a 3-D image of the seismic velocity structure of the Cascadia thrust 
zone, which will provide information on complex buried structures in this region that appear to 
affect the frictional behavior of the plate boundary megathrust fault.  A better image of the 
structure in this region, which coincides with apparent north-south changes in the frequency of 
occurrence of very large earthquakes and in contemporary patterns of strain accumulation, will 
provide background information for generating improved earthquake hazards analyses and a 
better understanding of the processes that control megathrust earthquake characteristics. 
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Figure 1. Location of the Cascadia thrust zone (Trehu) marine geophysical survey in the 
Northeastern Pacific Ocean. 

 

2.1.1. Energy Source 

The acoustic source consisted of four towed airgun sub-arrays and one hydrophone streamer 
cable.  The sub-arrays were deployed centrally astern as a single acoustic source with each 
array separated by eight meters.  The airguns were towed at a depth of 12 meters for OBS 
survey lines, were situated 232 meters from the Navigational Reference Point (NRP), which was 
located on the PSO observation tower. 
 
Each source array utilized a mixture of Bolt 1500LL and Bolt 1900LLX airguns ranging in 
volume from the smallest airgun of 40 in³ to 360 in³.  Each sub-array contained ten airguns, with 
the first and last spaced 16 meters apart.  Only nine airguns on each sub-array were firing 
during survey acquisition, with the tenth gun utilized as a spare.  The total volume of each sub-
array was 1,650 in³.  The full power source of four sub-arrays (36 airguns) had a total discharge 
volume of 6,600 in³ and a pressure of 1,900 psi.  Each discharge of the source consisted of a 
single brief pulse of sound (duration of approximately 0.1 second) with the greatest energy 
output occurring in the two to 188 hertz frequency range. 
 
The shot point interval for the OBS survey was 37.5 meters, equating to approximately 16 
seconds at typical survey speed.   
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In addition to the operations of the airgun array, a Kongsberg EM 122 multibeam echosounder 
(MBES), a Knudsen Chirp 3260 sub-bottom profiler (SBP), and a hull-mounted acoustic Doppler 
current profiler (ADCP) was operated from the Langseth continuously throughout the cruise.  
These sound sources are operated from the Langseth simultaneous with the airgun array. 
 
For the Cascadia thrust zone study, six OBSs were deployed at each of the southern and 
northern survey areas and retrieved after the lines were shot.  WHOI “D2” OBSs were used 
during the cruise.  This type of OBS has a height of ~1 m and a maximum diameter of 50 cm. 
The anchor is made of hot-rolled steel and weighs 23 kg. The anchor dimensions are 
2.5×30.5×38.1 cm.  Once an OBS was ready to be retrieved, an acoustic release transponder 
interrogates the instrument at a frequency of 9–11 kHz, and a response is received at a 
frequency of 9–13 kHz.  The burn-wire release assembly was then activated, and the instrument 
was released from the anchor to float to the surface. OBS deployment and retrieval was carried 
out by the R/V Oceanus. 
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3. MITIGATION AND MONITORING METHODS 
The PSO monitoring program on the Langseth was established to meet the IHA requirements 
that were issued to the L-DEO by NMFS, which included both monitoring and mitigation 
objectives.  The survey mitigation program is designed to minimize potential impacts of the 
Langseth’s seismic program on marine turtles, marine mammals, and other protected species of 
interest.  The following monitoring protocols were followed to meet these objectives.  
 

 Visual observations were established to provide real-time sighting data, allowing for the 
implementation of mitigation procedures as necessary. 

 Operation of a PAM system to compliment visual observations and provide additional 
marine mammal detection data.  

 Ascertain the effects of marine mammals and marine turtles exposed to sound levels 
constituting a “take”. 

 
In addition to the mitigation objectives outlined in the IHA, PSOs collected and analyzed 
necessary data mandated by the IHA for this report including but not limited to:  
 

 Dates, times and locations, heading, speed, weather, sea conditions (including Beaufort 
sea state and wind force), and related activities during all seismic operations and marine 
mammal detections.  

 Species, number, location, distance from the vessel, and behavior of any marine 
mammals, as well as associated seismic activity including the number of power-downs 
and shut-downs, were observed and logged throughout all monitoring actions.  

 An estimate of the number, decided by species, of marine mammals that: (A) are known 
to have been exposed to the seismic activity (based on visual observation) at received 
levels greater than or equal to 160 dB re 1 µPa (rms), 180 dB re 1 µPa (rms) and/or 190 
dB re 1 µPa (rms) along with a discussion of any specific behaviors those individuals 
exhibited; and (B) may have been exposed (based on modeling results) to the seismic 
activity at received levels greater than or equal to 160 dB re 1 µPa (rms), 180 dB re 1 
µPa (rms) and/or 190 dB re 1 µPa (rms) along with a discussion of the plausible 
consequences of that exposure on the individuals that were within the safety radii.  

 A description of the implementation and effectiveness of the: (A) terms and conditions of 
the ITS and (B) mitigation measures of the IHA.  

 

3.1. VISUAL MONITORING SURVEY METHODOLOGY 

There were five trained and experienced PSOs on board to conduct the monitoring for marine 
mammals, record and report on observations, and request mitigation actions in accordance to 
the IHA.  The PSOs on board were NMFS approved and held certifications from a recognized 
Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) course and/or approved Bureau of Ocean Energy 
Management (BOEM) course.  Visual monitoring was primarily carried out from an observation 
tower (Figure 2) located 18.9 meters above the water surface which afforded the PSOs a 360 
degree viewpoint around the acoustic source. 
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Figure 2. Protected Species Observer observation tower with mounted big-eye binoculars. 

 

The PSO tower was equipped with Fujinon 7x50 binoculars as well as two mounted 25x150 Big-
eye binoculars.  Inside the tent located in the middle of the platform was a laptop for data 
collection as well as a telephone for communication with the PAM station, bridge, or main lab.  
Also inside the tent was a monitor that displayed current information about the vessel’s position, 
speed, and heading, along with water depth, wind speed and direction, and source activity.  
Most observations were held from the tower; however, when there was severe weather or poor 
environmental conditions observations would be performed from the bridge (~12.8m above sea 
level) or the catwalk (~12.3m above sea level) in front of the bridge.  Night Quest NQ2200 Night 
Vision Devices were also available to conduct night time observations for nighttime ramp-ups of 
the acoustic source, but were not used during this survey. 
 
Visual monitoring methods were implemented in accordance with the survey requirements 
outlined in the IHA.  At least one PSO, but most often two PSOs, watched for marine mammals 
and sea turtles at all times while airguns operated during daylight periods and whenever the 
vessel was underway when the airguns were not firing. 
 
When the acoustic source was activated from silence, PSOs maintained a two-person watch for 
30 minutes prior to the activation of the source.  Visual watches commenced each day before 
sunrise, beginning as soon as the safety radii were visible, and continued past sunset until the 
safety radii became obscured.  Start of observation times ranged from 5:51 to 6:07 local time, 
while end of observation times ranged from 21:55 to 22:05 local time. 
 
A visual monitoring schedule was established by the PSOs where each person completed visual 
observations watches which varied in length between two to four hours, two to three times a 
day, for a total of four to eight hours of visual monitoring per day.  This schedule was arranged 
to ensure that two PSOs were on visual observation duty at all times except during meal breaks 
when PSOs would each maintain a solo watch so that the entire team could eat while 
maintaining both visual and acoustic monitoring.  Solo watches lasted less than 45 minutes and 
occurred each day at meal times. 
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Observations were focused forward of the vessel and to the sides but with regular sweeps 
through the area around the active acoustic source.  PSOs searched for blows indicating the 
presence of a marine mammal, splashes or disturbances to the sea surface, the presence of 
large flocks of feeding seabirds and other sighting cues indicating the possible presence of a 
protected species. 
 
Upon the visual detection of a protected species, PSOs would first identify the animals range to 
the acoustic source while identifying the observed animal (cetacean, pinniped, or sea turtle) to 
determine which safety radius applied to the animal.  The visual PSOs would then notify the 
PAM operator, who was located in the main science lab, that there was an animal inside or 
outside of the safety radius.  If the animal was observed inside the safety radius and a mitigation 
action was necessary, the PAM operator would relay the message to the seismic technician 
who sits nearby.  Table 1 describes the various exclusion zone radii applied to cetaceans and 
pinnipeds, as well as what constituted the Level-B harassment zone.  The PAM operator was 
also notified of all marine mammal sightings as soon as possible in order to enable recordings 
to be made for possible analysis later by one of the more experienced acoustic operators to 
determine whether vocalizations had been detected on the PAM system during the sighting. 
 
Table 1. Safety radii (SR) for triggering mitigation. 

Source and 
Volume 

Array    
Tow Depth 

(m) 

Water Depth 
(m) 

Power/Shut-
down SR for 

Pinnipeds 190 
dB (m) 

Power/Shut-
down SR for 

Cetaceans 180 
dB (m) 

Level-B 
Harassment 

Zone 160 dB (m) 

Single bolt 
airgun (40 in³) 

6 to 15 

Shallow 
(<100) 

150 296 1,050 

Intermediate 
(100-1,000) 

18 60 578 

Deep 
(>1,000) 

12 40 385 

4 strings        
36 airguns 
(6,600 in³) 

12 

Shallow 
(<100) 

770 2,250 23,470 

Intermediate 
(100-1,000) 

615 1,810 13,935 

Deep 
(>1,000) 

460 1,100 4,400 

 
When a protected species was observed, range estimations were made using reticle binoculars, 
the naked eye, and by relating the animal to an object at a known distance, such as the acoustic 
array located 232 meters from the PSO tower.  Specific species identifications were made 
whenever distance, length of sighting and visual observation conditions allowed.  PSOs 
observed anatomical features of animals sighted with the naked eye and through the big-eyes 
and reticule binoculars and noted behavior of the animal or group.  Photographs were taken 
during most sightings.  Sometimes photographs were not taken due to the brevity of a sighting.  
The camera used was a Canon EOS 60D with a 300 millimeter telephoto lens.  Marine mammal 
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identification manuals were consulted and photos were examined during visual watch breaks to 
confirm identifications. 
 
During or immediately after each sighting event PSOs recorded the position, time at first and 
last sighting, number of animals present (adults and juveniles), the initial and any subsequent 
behaviors observed, the initial range, bearing and movement of the animal(s), the source 
activity at the initial and final detections and any mitigation measures that were applied.  
Specific information regarding the animal(s) closest approach to the vessel, acoustic source and 
the acoustic source output at the closest approach were recorded to determine if the animals 
had been exposed to 160 dB and/or 180/190 dB of sound from the source during the sighting 
event.  Additionally, the vessel position, water depth, vessel heading and speed, the wind speed 
and direction, Beaufort sea state, swell level, visibility and glare were recorded every half an 
hour at minimum or every time environmental conditions, vessel, or seismic activity changed.  
Each sighting event was linked to an entry on a datasheet such that environmental conditions 
were available for each sighting event. 
 

3.2. ACOUSTIC MONITORING SURVEY METHODOLOGY 

PAM was used to augment visual monitoring efforts, by helping to detect, identify, and locate 
marine mammals within the area.  PAM was also used during periods of darkness or low 
visibility when visual monitoring might not be applicable or effective.  The PAM system was 
monitored to the maximum extent possible, 24-hours a day during seismic operations, and the 
times when monitoring was possible while the airguns were not in operation.  PAM was not 
used exclusively to execute any mitigation actions without a concurrent visual sighting of the 
marine mammal, with the exception of acoustic detections of killer whales (Orcinus orca) where 
the acoustic source was to be shut-down until 30 minutes after the last acoustic detection.  No 
killer whales were acoustically detected during this survey. 
 
Two PSOs who were trained and experienced with the use of PAM, were present throughout 
the cruise.  One person was designated as the PAM operator to oversee and conduct the PAM 
operations.  All PSOs completed a PAM training provided by the PAM operator in the initial days 
of the hydrophone deployment during which basic PAM system operation was covered.  To 
achieve 24-hours of monitoring, the PSOs and the PAM operator rotated through acoustic 
monitoring shifts with the PAM operator monitoring many of the night time hours when PSOs 
were not making visual observations and the PAM was the only system in use for detecting 
cetaceans.  Acoustic monitoring shifts lasted one to six hours.  During daylight hours, acoustic 
operators were in communication with visual PSOs in the tower relaying sighting and seismic 
activity information.  The PAM system was located in the main science lab to provide adequate 
space for the system, allow a quick exchange of communications with the visual PSOs on watch 
and seismic technicians, and to provide access to the vessel’s instrumentation.  The vessel’s 
position, water depth, heading and speed, vessel and airgun activity were recorded every hour.   
 
Acoustic monitoring for marine mammals was conducted aurally with Sennheiser headphones 
and visually with Pamguard Beta 1.10.00.  Delphinid whistles, clicks, and burst pulses as well as 
sperm whale and baleen whale vocalizations may be viewed on a spectrogram display within 
Pamguard.  Sperm whale, beaked whale, Kogia species, and delphinid echolocation clicks may 
be viewed on low and high frequency click detector displays.  The Spectrogram’s amplitude 
range and appearance were adjusted as needed to suit the operator’s preference to maximize 
the vocalizations appearance above the pictured background noise. 
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3.2.1. Passive Acoustic Monitoring Parameters 

Acoustic monitoring was carried out using a PAM system developed by Seiche Measurements 
Limited.  PAM system specifications can be found in Appendix C.  The PAM system consists of 
seven main components:  a 250m hydrophone tow cable, a 100m deck cable, a data processing 
unit, two laptops, an acoustic analysis software package, and headphones for aural monitoring.  
 
The hydrophone cable contains four hydrophone elements and a depth gauge molded into a 5 
meter section of the cable.  Three of the hydrophone elements are broadband (2 to 200kHz) 
and the fourth element is for sampling lower frequencies (75Hz to 30kHz).  Preamplifiers are 
also embedded into the array cable just ahead of each hydrophone element.  The four-element 
linear hydrophone array permits a large range for sampling marine mammal vocalizations. 
 
The electronic processing unit contained a buffer processing unit with USB output, an RME 
Fireface 800 ADC processing unit with firewire output, a Behringer Ultralink Pro mixer, a 
Behringer Ultralink Pro graphic equalizer and a Sennheiser radio headphone transmitter.  Two 
laptops were set-up in the main lab next to the electronic processing unit to display a high 
frequency range on one laptop (hereafter referred to as the HF laptop), using the signal from 
two hydrophones, and the low frequency on the other laptop (LF laptop) receiving signal from all 
four hydrophones.  A GPS feed of INGGA strings was supplied from the ship’s navigation 

system and connected to the LF laptop, reading data every 20 seconds. 
 
The high frequency (HF) system was used to detect and localize ultrasonic pulses used by 
some dolphins, beaked whales and Kogia species.  The signal from two hydrophones was 
digitized using an analogue-digital National Instruments data acquisition (DAQ) soundcard at a 
sampling rate of 500 kilohertz, then processed and displayed on a laptop computer using the 
program Pamguard Beta 1.10.00 via USB connection.  The amplitude of clicks detected at the 
front hydrophone was measured at 5th order Butterworth band-pass filters ranging from 35 
kilohertz to 120 kilohertz with a high pass digital pre-filter set at 35 kilohertz (Butterworth 2nd 
order).  Pamguard can use the difference between the time that a sound signal arrived at each 
of the two hydrophones to calculate and display the bearing to the source of the sound.  A 
scrolling bearing time display in Pamguard also can display the detected clicks within the HF 
envelope band pass filter in real time, which would allow the identification and directional 
mapping of detected animal click trains. 
 
The low frequency (LF) system was used to detect sounds produced by marine mammals in the 
human audible band between approximately four kilohertz and 24 kilohertz.  The low frequency 
system used four hydrophones; the signal was interfaced via a firewire cable to a laptop 
computer, where it was digitized at 48 kilohertz per channel.  The LF hydrophone signal was 
further processed within the Pamguard monitoring software by applying Engine Noise Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) filters including click suppression and spectral noise removal filters 
(median filter, average subtraction, Gaussian kernel smoothing and thresholding).  In addition to 
the Spectrogram available for each of the four hydrophones, modules for Click Detector, 
Mapping, Sound Recording and Radar displays for bearings of whistles and moans were 
configured.  The bearings and distance to detected whistles and moans can be calculated using 
a Time-of-Arrival-Distance (TOAD) method (the signal time delay between the arrival of a signal 
on each hydrophone is compared), and presented on a radar display along with amplitude 
information for the detected signal as a proxy for range.  The vessel’s GPS connected to the LF 
laptop via serial USB and allowed delphinid whistles and other cetacean vocalizations to be 
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plotted onto a map module where bearing and range to the vocalizing animal’s actual position 

could be obtained.  A mixer unit enabled the operator to adjust stereo signal levels from each of 
the four hydrophones.  The PAM Operator monitored the hydrophone signals aurally using 
headphones. 
 

3.2.2. Hydrophone Deployment 

The vessel had a winch installed on the port stern deckhead of the gun deck for deployment of 
the PAM hydrophone cable.  Two deck cables, the main cable and a spare, were installed along 
the gun deck deckhead running from the winch to the science lab.  
 
Figure 3 shows the position of the hydrophone deployments in relation to the vessel and seismic 
equipment.  Photos of the hydrophone deployment methods and equipment discussed above 
can be found in Appendix D. 
 

 
Figure 3. Location of the hydrophone deployment. 
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4. MONITORING EFFORT SUMMARY 

4.1. SURVEY OPERATIONS SUMMARY 

The R/V Langseth began acquisition on the Cascadia Thrust Zone immediately upon completion 
of survey lines for another project so the airguns were already firing at full power at the 
beginning of the survey.  Acquisition of the first OBS survey line began at 21:04 UTC on 3 July 
2012 and acquisition of the final survey line was completed at 2:36 UTC on 6 July.  Upon 
completion of the final survey line the R/V Langseth returned to acquiring survey lines for the 
Juan de Fuca Plate project and the acoustic source remained active between lines. Table 2 
outlines the dates and times of acquisition for each survey line. 
 
Table 2. Cascadia thrust zone marine geophysical survey ocean bottom seismometer survey lines 
acquired. 

Survey Line 
Date 

Acquisition 
Commenced 

Time 
Acquisition 
Commenced 

Date 
Acquisition 
Completed 

Time 
Acquisition 
Completed 

TREHUOBS01 Seq030 3-Jul-2012 21:04 3-Jul-2012 23:18 

TREHUOBS02 Seq031 3-Jul-2012 23:19 4-Jul-2012 01:23 

TREHUOBS03 Seq032 4-Jul-2012 01:39 4-Jul-2012 12:56 

TREHUOBS04 Seq033 4-Jul-2012 13:14 4-Jul-2012 15:31 

TREHUOBS05 Seq034 4-Jul-2012 15:34 5-Jul-2012 04:24 

TREHUOBS06 Seq035 5-Jul-2012 04:35 5-Jul-2012 07:07 

TREHUOBS07 Seq036 5-Jul-2012 07:08 5-Jul-2012 17:00 

TREHUOBS08 Seq037 5-Jul-2012 18:56 5-Jul-2012 22:43 

TREHUOBS09 Seq038 5-Jul-2012 22:44 6-Jul-2012 02:36 

 
The acoustic source was active throughout the survey, with few periods of source silence, for a 
total of 53 hours 58 minutes of source activity.  This includes ramp-up of the airguns, full power 
and partial power firing both online and during line changes, and operation of a single 40 in³ 

mitigation airgun (Figure 4).  The mitigation source was to be used during mitigation power-
downs initiated for protected species inside the safety radius as well as for mechanical/technical 
reasons and was active for 4 hours 41 minutes during the survey.  Full power source 
operations, while online, accounted for 88% (47 hours 32 minutes) of airgun activity during the 
project.  Also because the data was still usable while shooting at partial power (volume 4770 in³) 
a portion of survey line was shot using partial power while maintenance was performed on an 
array, accounting 9 minutes of array activity.  Line changes were all shot at full or partial power, 
totalling 33 minutes of array activity.  Additionally, the full volume of the acoustic source (36 
airguns firing) was 6560 in³. 
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Figure 4. Total acoustic source operations. 

 

The acoustic source was ramped up twice over the course of the survey in order to commence 
full power survey operations (Table 4).  The first ramp up of the acoustic source was conducted 
from silence over the duration of 32 minutes.  This ramp up was conducted to resume use of the 
acoustic source after a mitigation shut-down after PSOs mistakenly identified humpback whales 
as Northern right whales.  The second ramp up was conducted from silence over the duration of 
31 minutes.  This ramp up was conducted to return to full power production after a mitigation 
shut-down of the acoustic source due to humpback whales being observed within the 160 dB 
safety radius, after their takes had been exceeded.  The ramp ups were conducted using the 
NMFS approved automated gun controller program, DigiShot which adds guns sequentially to 
achieve full source over the required period of time.  Since a doubling of the number of airguns 
is typically equal to a 6 dB increase in sound level, the array was not ramped up if more than 
half of the airguns in the array were already firing.   
 
Table 3. Total acoustic source operations during the Cascadia thrust zone marine geophysical 
survey. 

Acoustic Source Operations Number 
Duration 
(hh:mm) 

Gun Tests  0:00 

Ramp-up 2 1:03 

Day time ramp-ups from silence 2  

Day time ramp-ups from mitigation 0  

Night time ramp-ups from mitigation 0  

Full power survey acquisition  47:32 

Partial power survey acquisition  0:09 

Full/partial power line changes  0:33 

Single airgun (40 in³)  4:41 

Total time acoustic source was active  53:58 
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4.2. VISUAL MONITORING SURVEY SUMMARY 

The PSOs continued visual observations immediately from the Carbotte project.  There was a 
two minute line change between the end of a Carbotte survey line and the beginning of the 
Trehu survey.  Visual monitoring began at 21:04 UTC on 3 July 2012 and continued until 3:45 
UTC on 6 July 2012 when the Langseth continued acquisition on Carbotte survey lines.  Visual 
monitoring was over a period of about 2.5 days.  Monitoring was conducted by two PSOs each 
day between just before dawn until just after dusk, when it was too dark for the entire safety 
radius to be visible, averaging approximately 17 hours of visual observations per day. 
 
Visual watches were held by two PSOs except during the scheduled meal hours for lunch and 
dinner when a single PSO continued visual monitoring, in addition to acoustic monitoring 
conducted by the PAM operator on duty while each PSO rotated for a meal break.  Single PSO 
visual observations during these periods lasted a maximum of 45 minutes.  In the event of a 
sighting event during a single PSO watch a second PSO would be notified and would 
immediately return to assist observations.   
 
The acoustic source was active during the majority of both visual monitoring (98%) and acoustic 
monitoring (99%), as shown in Figure 5.   

 
Figure 5. Duration of visual and acoustic monitoring effort while the acoustic source was active 

vs. silent. 

 
Total visual monitoring effort, divided by monitoring effort while the acoustic source was active 
and monitoring effort while the source was silent, is listed in Table 5. 
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Table 4. Total visual monitoring effort. 

Visual Monitoring Effort Duration (hh:mm) 

Total monitoring while acoustic source active 40:00 

Total monitoring while acoustic source silent 00:43 

Total monitoring effort 40:43 

 
The PSOs preferred to conduct visual observations from the PSO tower, which provided the 
PSOs with a 360° view of the water around the vessel and acoustic source.  However, visual 
watches would be conducted from the catwalk or bridge for any health or safety reason or 
during periods with high winds, large swells, or heavy rain.  As Figure 6 demonstrates 
approximately 86% of visual monitoring was conducted from the PSO tower during the 
Cascadia Thrust Zone marine geophysical survey. 
 

 
Figure 6. Total visual effort from observation locations on board the R/V Langseth. 

 

4.3. ACOUSTIC MONITORING SURVEY SUMMARY 

Acoustic monitoring began at 21:14 UTC on 3 July 2012 once the environment conditions 
allowed for the cable to be deployed without risk of entanglement.  The hydrophone remained 
deployed and acoustic monitoring continued throughout the project with PSOs monitoring the 
hydrophones aurally and monitoring the Pamguard detection software visually both day and 
night.  Acoustic monitoring for the project ended at 3:45 on 6 July 2012 when the acquisition of 
the final survey line was completed.  Over the course of the project, PSOs conducted 54 hours 
31 minutes of acoustic monitoring, all but 43 minutes occurred while the acoustic source was 
active (Table 6).  
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Table 5. Total passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) effort. 

Passive Acoustic Monitoring Effort Duration (hh:mm) 

Total night time monitoring 13:58 

Total day time monitoring 40:33 

Total monitoring while acoustic source active 53:48 

Total monitoring while acoustic source silent 00:43 

Total acoustic monitoring 54:31 

 
A delay in the deployment of the hydrophone cable prior to the start of the project resulted in 10 
minutes of acoustic monitoring downtime that can be attributed to rough seas.   
 
Table 6. Passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) downtime. 

Date 
Monitoring 
Suspended 

Date 
Monitoring 
Resumed 

Duration 
acoustic 

monitoring 
suspended 

Comments 

2012-07-03 21:04 2012-07-03 21:14 00:10 

Hydrophone cable retrieved due 
to a shallow depth and risk of 
entanglement with the seismic 
gear. Remained on board until 
environmental conditions 
improved. 

 

4.4. SIMULTANEOUS VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC MONITORING SUMMARY 

While visual observations began at 21:04 UTC 3 July 2012, acoustic observations began at 
21:24 UTC, due to the hydrophone cable being deployed after the swells had dropped to avoid 
entanglement.  Of the total observation effort performed by PSOs during this survey, visual 
monitoring accounted for 43% (40 hours 43 minutes) while acoustic monitoring accounted for 
57% (54 hours 31 minutes).  As displayed in Figure 7 there were 40 hours 33 minutes of 
simultaneous visual and acoustic observations conducted during this survey.  Simultaneous 
visual and acoustic monitoring accounted for 74% of total acoustic monitoring and 99.5% of the 
total visual observation. 
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Figure 7. Total acoustic and visual monitoring effort. 

 

4.5. ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

The visual monitoring effort for this project was conducted during favorable observation 
conditions. With an average of only 26% cloud cover and an average visibility of over nine 
kilometers, the 180/190 dB safety radii were visible 100% of the time.  There was no 
precipitation or fog during this survey, however 36 hours of glare was recorded. 
 
The Beaufort Sea states ranged from levels one through five for the entirety of the survey.  
(Figure 8). 
 

0 to 3
57%

4 to 5
43%

6 +
0%

0 to 3

4 to 5

6 +

Beaufort Sea States

 
Figure 8. Beaufort sea state during visual monitoring over the Cascadia thrust zone marine 

geophysical survey. 
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Wind forces remained relatively stable throughout the survey with a minimum of three knots and 
a maximum of 23 knots.  Forces from 10-21 knots were the average during the survey totalling 
31.5 hours (Figure 9).  

8.5

31.5

0.5

<10 knots

11-21 knots

22+ knots

Total Wind Forces in Hours

 
Figure 9. Average wind force during visual monitoring. 

 
Swell height also remained relatively stable throughout the survey with 35 hours of swells under 
2 meters, and only 5.5 hours of swells from 2-4 meters (Figure 10).  
 

 
Figure 10. Swell heights while visual monitoring was conducted. 
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5. MONITORING AND DETECTION RESULTS 

5.1. VISUAL DETECTIONS 

Visual monitoring conducted during the Cascadia Thrust Zone marine geophysical survey 
resulted in the collection of 19 records of detection for protected species (summarized in 
Appendix E).  One species of marine mammal were positively identified; detections were also 
made of one unidentified baleen whale and seven unidentified whales.  The total number of 
detection events and total number of animals recorded by species is described in Table 7. 
 
A complete list of bird species observed and identified in addition to the approximate number of 
individuals observed and the number of days on which they were observed can be found in 
Appendix F. 
 
Table 7. Number of visual detection records collected for each protected species. 

 
Total Number of Detection 

Records 
Total Number of Animals 

Recorded 
Cetaceans 

Unidentified whale 7 11 
Mysticetes 

Humpback whale 11 23 

Unidentified baleen whale 1 2 

TOTAL 19 36 

 
There were many sightings of protected species during the Cascadia Thrust Zone marine 
geophysical survey; fewer sightings occurred on first and last days due to the project beginning 
late on 3 July 2012 and ending early in the day on 6 July 2012 (Figure 11).  The majority of 
detections occurred on 5 July 2012 when there were 10 detections of protected species totalling 
21 animals.  The majority of which were humpback whales. 
 

 
Figure 11. Number of protected species detections each day of the Cascadia Thrust Zone marine 

geophysical survey. 
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The acoustic source was active during all 19 protected species sightings.  Figure 12 
demonstrates the species detected compared to airgun activity. 
 

 
Figure 12. Species detected compared to airgun activity. 

 
Table 8 demonstrates the average closest approach of protected species to the source at 
various volumes. 
 
Table 8. Average closest approach of protected species to the acoustic source at various 
volumes. 

Species Detected 

Full Power 
(6560 in³) 

Single Airgun 40 in³ 
Ramp-up / Other 
Reduced Volume 

Not Firing 

Number of 
detections 

Average 
closest 

approach 
to source 
(meters) 

Number of 
detections 

Average 
closest 

approach 
to source 
(meters) 

Number 
of 

detections 

Average 
closest 

approach 
to source 
(meters) 

Number of 
detections 

Average 
closest 

approach 
to source 
(meters) 

Humpback whale 10 2101 1 200 - - - - 

Unidentified baleen whale 1 5664 - - - - - - 

Unidentified whale 6 3230 2 5845 - - - - 

 
All records of detection for protected species during the survey were for cetaceans.  No 
pinnipeds were observed.  Figure 13 demonstrates the total number of animals observed, per 
species, during the detection events.  Humpback whales were by far the most abundant species 
and many of the unidentified whales that observed too far to identify were likely Humpback 
whales. 
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Figure 13. Number of individuals per species detected. 

 
The spatial distribution of marine mammal detections can be seen in Figure 14. 
 

 
Figure 14. Marine mammal spatial distribution of detections from 3 July 2012 – 6 July 2012 on 

board the Langseth. 
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5.1.1. Cetacean Detections 

5.1.1.1. Humpback whale 

There were 23 individual humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae), observed in 11 
sightings.  Seven of these observations resulted in power-downs and two resulted in shut-
downs.  Two required no mitigation action.  There was a total of 5 hours 02 minutes of mitigation 
down time, accounting for 94.97% of total downtime.  The whales were noted to be in depths 
ranging from 70 to 404 meters. Group sizes ranged from 1 – 5 individuals.  The closest 
approach to the vessel was 200 meters on July 5.  Many of the humpbacks observed were very 
active; they were often observed breaching, lobtailing, spyhopping, and flipper slapping.  

5.1.1.2. Unidentified baleen whale 

There was one sighting of two individual unidentified baleen whales. They were observed at 
nearly six kilometers and thus required no mitigation action.  This distance prevented observers 
from making a definite identification.   
 

5.1.1.3. Unidentified whale 

There were seven sightings of unidentified whales and 11 individuals observed during the 
survey.  There was one power-down on July 5, resulting in sixteen minutes of mitigation 
downtime, accounting for 5.03% of total downtime.  These detections often occurred over large 
distances making only the blow visible.   
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6. MITIGATION ACTION SUMMARY 

There was 10 mitigation action implemented during the Cascadia Thrust Zone marine 
geophysical survey.  Eight power-downs and two shut-downs of the acoustic source were 
implemented for protected species observed within the safety radii.  Both shut-downs of the 
acoustic source occurred after the acoustic source had already been powered down.  The total 
duration of downtime caused by mitigation actions (including ramp-up, if required) was 5 hours 
18 minutes during the survey.  The number and duration of mitigation actions is summarized in 
Table 9. 
 
Table 9. Number and duration of mitigation actions implemented during the Cascadia thrust zone 
marine geophysical survey. 

Mitigation Action 
Cetaceans 

Number Duration 

Delayed Ramp-up 0 0:00 

Power-down 8 2:19 

Shut-down 2 2:59 

Total 10 5:18 

 

The allotted 12 ‘takes’ for humpback whales was exceeded on 5 June 2012 when there were 
several humpback whale detections occurring at the same time.  At the time the ‘takes’ were 
exceeded the PSOs began using the 160 dB safety radius for humpback whales.  If a whale 
was observed within the 160 dB safety radius and identified as a humpback the acoustic source 
would be powered-down.  Additionally, if the whales approached the 160 dB safety radius of the 
single source then the array would be shut-down and remain inactive until 30 minutes had 
passed since the last visual sighting.  After the ‘takes’ were exceeded an additional 11 
humpback whales were observed.  The exceeded take reports can be found in Appendix G.  

Nine of the ten mitigation actions were implemented for humpback whales, accounting for 95% 
of mitigation downtime.  One mitigation action was implemented for an unidentified whale, 
accounting for 5% of mitigation downtime (Table 10). 

 
Table 10. Mitigation actions and downtime duration by species. 

Species 
Number of 

Delayed 
ramp-ups 

Number of 
Power-downs 

Number of 
Shut-downs 

Duration of 
Downtime 

Percentage of 
Mitigation 
Downtime 

Unidentified whale - 1 - 0:16 5% 

Humpback whale - 7 2 5:02 95% 

 
Each mitigation action that was implemented during the survey is summarized in Table 11. 
 
Table 11. Summary of each mitigation action implemented during the Cascadia thrust zone marine 
geophysical survey. 

Date 
Visual 

Detection 
Number 

Species 
Group 
Size 

Source 
Activity 
(initial 

detection) 

Closest 
Approach to 

Source/Power 
Level 

Mitigation 
Action 

Total 
Duration 

of 
Mitigation 

Event 

4-Jul 1 
Humpback 

whale 
2 Full power 

1767 m / Full 
power 

Power down 0:18 
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4-Jul 2 
Humpback 

whale 
2 Full power 900 m / Not firing 

Power / Shut 
down 

1:20 

4-Jul 3 
Humpback 

whale 
1 Full power 

1500 m / 
Mitigation firing 

Power down 0:27 

5-Jul 10 
Humpback 

whale 
2 Full power 

1700 m / Full 
power 

Power down 0:11 

5-Jul 11 
Unidentified 

whale 
1 Full power 

1702 m / Full 
power 

Power down 0:16 

5-Jul 14 
Humpback 

whale 
3 Full power 

300 m / Mitigation 
firing 

Power down 0:47 

5-Jul 18 
Humpback 

whale 
5 Full power 350 m / Not firing 

Power / Shut 
down 

1:56 

6-Jul 19 
Humpback 

whale 
2 Full power 

4300 m / 
Mitigation firing 

Power down 0:03 

 

6.1. MARINE MAMMALS KNOWN TO HAVE BEEN EXPOSED TO 160 DB OF 
RECEIVED SOUND LEVELS 

NMFS granted an IHA to L-DEO for a marine seismic survey allowing Level B harassment takes 
(exposure to sound pressure levels greater than or equal to 160 dB re: 1 μPa (rms)) for 24 
marine mammal species: seven mysticetes and 13 odontocete species, and four pinniped 
species.  Direct visual observations recorded by PSOs of one species of marine mammals for 
which takes were granted in the IHA provide a minimum estimate of the actual number of 
cetaceans exposed to received sound levels of 180/190 dB and 160 dB. 
 
During the Cascadia thrust zone marine geophysical survey 15 humpback whales and one 
unidentified whale were observed within the 180 dB safety radius.  Additionally, eight humpback 
whales, ten unidentified whales, and two unidentified baleen whales were observed within the 
160 dB safety radius, where Level B harassment is expected to occur, while the acoustic source 
was active (Table 12). 
 
Table 12. Level B Harassment ‘takes’ authorized by NMFS IHA for the Cascadia thrust zone marine 
geophysical and number of known individuals exposed to 160 dB and 180/190 dB through visual 
observations. 

Species 
IHA Authorized 

Takes 
Number of animals 

exposed to 180/190 dB 

Number of 
animals exposed 

to 160 dB 

Mysticetes 

North Pacific right whale 0 0 0 

Gray whale 35 0 0 

Humpback whale 12 15 23 

Minke whale 7 0 0 

Sei whale 2 0 0 

Fin whale 18 0 0 

Blue whale 3 0 0 

Odontocetes 

Sperm whale 15 0 0 

Unidentified Kogia spp. 10 0 0 

Cuvier’s beaked whale 6 0 0 

Baird’s beaked whale 17 0 0 
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Unidentified Mesoplodon spp. 25 0 0 

Striped dolphin 2 0 0 

Short-beaked common dolphin 238 0 0 

Pacific white-sided dolphins 500 0 0 

Northern right whale dolphin 184 0 0 

Risso’s dolphin 160 0 0 

Killer whale 0 0 0 

Harbor porpoise 7,314 0 0 

Dall’s porpoise 1,199 0 0 

Pinnipeds 

Northern fur seal 1,197 0 0 

California sea lion 0 0 0 

Steller sea lion 188 0 0 

Pacific harbor seal 3,380 0 0 

Northern elephant seal 656 0 0 

 Unidentified Cetaceans 

Unidentified whale - 1 10 

Unidentified baleen whale - 0 2 

 
These numbers are very likely to be an underestimate and provide the absolute minimum 
number of animals actually exposed.  When in water shallower than 1000 meters the 160 dB 
safety radius ranged from ~14 km to ~23.5 km making is impossible to observe the entire safety 
radius. It is also possible that estimated numbers of animals recorded during each sighting 
event were underestimates, some animals not being seen or having moved away before they 
were observed.  Table 13 describes the behavior of all animals, including unidentified species, 
which were exposed to 160 dB for the duration they were observed. 
 
Table 13. Behavior of species exposed to 160 dB. 

Species 
Detection 

No. 
No. of 

Animals 
Initial 

behavior 

Initial 
direction in 
relation to 

vessel 

Subsequent 
and Final 
behavior 

Subsequent 
and Final 

direction in 
relation to 

vessel 

Humpback 
whale 

1 2 breaching unknown diving unknown 

Humpback 
whale 

2 2 blowing towards vessel 
lobtailing / 
diving 

perpendicular, 
behind vessel 

Humpback 
whale 

3 1 blowing 
perpendicular, 
ahead of vessel 

fluking 
perpendicular, 
ahead of vessel 

Unidentified 
whale 

4 1 blowing unknown blowing unknown 

Unidentified 
whale 

5 2 blowing 
parallel, opposite 
direction 

blowing 
parallel, opposite 
direction 

Unidentified 
whale 

6 1 blowing unknown unknown unknown 

Unidentified 
whale 

7 2 blowing away from vessel blowing away from vessel 

UID baleen 
whale 

8 2 blowing 
parallel, opposite 
direction 

diving 
parallel, opposite 
direction 
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Unidentified 
whale 

9 3 blowing 
parallel, opposite 
direction 

blowing 
parallel, opposite 
direction 

Humpback 
whale 

10 2 breaching 
parallel, opposite 
direction 

lobtailing / 
fluking 

parallel, opposite 
direction 

Unidentified 
whale 

11 1 blowing unknown diving unknown 

Humpback 
whale 

12 1 blowing away from vessel fluking away from vessel 

Humpback 
whale 

13 2 blowing 
perpendicular, 
ahead of vessel 

fluking 
parallel, opposite 
direction 

Humpback 
whale 

14 3 blowing 
perpendicular, 
ahead of vessel 

spyhop / roll / 
fluke 

parallel, opposite 
direction 

Humpback 
whale 

15 2 blowing away from vessel fluking away from vessel 

Humpback 
whale 

16 1 breaching 
parallel, same 
direction 

fluking 
parallel, same 
direction 

Unidentified 
whale 

17 1 blowing 
parallel, opposite 
direction 

roll / dive variable 

Humpback 
whale 

18 5 blowing 
parallel, opposite 
direction 

fluking unknown 

Humpback 
whale 

19 2 blowing away from vessel fluking away from vessel 

 

6.1.1. Cetaceans 

6.1.1.1. Humpback whale 

Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) were the only positively identified marine mammal 
observed to be exposed to noise levels constituting Level-B harassment during the Trehu 
survey.  Eleven sighting events totaling 23 animals were observed within the 160 dB safety 
radius; 15 of these 23 animals were observed to be exposed to received sound pressure levels 
of 180 dB or greater.  The humpbacks were observed to be in groups ranging from one to five 
animals.  Of the 23 animals observed six were identified as juveniles. 

During six of the eleven sightings the whales were observed to exhibit active behavior such at 
breaching, lobtailing, spyhopping, flipper slapping, and rolling.  Mitigation actions were 
implemented during seven of the sightings.  Due to the high density of humpback whales the 
allotted ‘takes’ were exceeded by 11 animals in one day.  Once the allotted ‘takes’ for 
humpbacks had been exceeded the 160 dB safety radius was used as the ‘power-down’ radius 
for humpback whales. 

6.1.1.2. Unidentified baleen whale 

There was one sighting of unidentified baleen whales totalling two animals; one of which was 
identified as a juvenile.  The whales remained further than 5 km from the vessel and were 
observed traveling in the opposite direction, making ~5 minute dives before surfacing and 
blowing 2-4 times. 

6.1.1.3. Unidentified whale 
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There were seven sightings of unidentified whales totalling 11 animals; one of which was 
identified as a juvenile.  Only the blows of these whales were observed, often at great distance, 
making identification hard.  Of the 11 animals only one entered the 180 dB safety radius 
resulting in a power-down of the acoustic source.  Most of these animals were observed in the 
same area as humpback whales and were likely humpback whales as well. 

 

6.2. IMPLEMENTATION AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE BIOLOGICAL 
OPINIONS’S ITS AND IHA 

In order to minimize the Level-B incidental taking of marine mammals and sea turtles during the 
Cascadia thrust zone marine geophysical survey, mitigation measures were implemented 
whenever these protected species were seen near or within the safety radii designated in the 
IHA. Power-downs and shut-downs were implemented for mysticetes and unidentified 
cetaceans. 
 
Additional mitigation measures specific to the Cascadia thrust zone survey required that if a 
North Pacific right whale (Eubalaena japonica) or a killer whale (Orcinus orca) were sighted, the 

airgun array would be shut-down regardless of the distance of the animal(s) to the sound source 
and that the array would not resume firing until 30 minutes after the last documented sighting of 
the whale. The acoustic array was also to be shut-down if a killer whale was acoustically 
detected on the PAM system.  Waiting 30 minutes after the animals was last acoustically 
detected before resuming use of the acoustic source.  While neither of these species was 
positively identified during the Cascadia thrust zone survey, numerous large unidentified whales 
were observed.   
 
Part of the survey occurred in a humpback whale feeding area.  Even though the survey lasted 
only 2.5 days the allotted ‘takes’ for humpbacks were exceeded within 1.5 days due to the high 
density of whales.   
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UNITED STAT ES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE.. . 
National OceElnic and Atmoapharic Admini.tratlon 
N ATION A L MARINE FISH ERIES S ERVIC E 
S ilv e r S p r ing, M :J 2 0 810 

JUN 2 7 2012Meagan J. Cummings 
Marine Environmental & Safety Coordinator 
Depattment of Marine Operations 
Lamont-Doh rty Earth Observatory 
P.O. Box 1000 
Pal i ad s, New York, 10964-8000 

Dear Ms. CU1l1l1lillgS: 

Enclosed is an Incidental Harassment Authorization (IHA) issu .d to the Lamont-Doherty 
Earth Observatory, under lhe . uthori ty of -celion IOl(a)(5 )(D) fthe Marine Mammal 
Protection Act (16 U.S .. 1361 el seq.) to harass small numbers of marine mammals, by 
Level B harassment, incidental to the RlV Marc/Is G. Langseth' marine geoph;sical 
surve 111th n rtheast rn Pacific Ocean Juring .ul , 20 12. 

Y u are required to comply vvith the con<J.iions contained in the [HA which have also 
been included as Tenns and ondition for incidental take of e dang red specit:s in the 
Biological Opinion. In addition, YO Ll mllst ubmit a r port to the National Mali ne 
f isl cries S rviee's (NMfS) Ofilce of Pro \!\"kJ Resources wi j in 90 days of til 
completion of the cruise. The IHA requires monitoring of marine mammal .. by qualified 
individuals befor ,during, and after seismil: acti vities and reportir g of marine mammal 
observation , including species, numbers, an bchavl ral m diJications put ntiall} 
resulting fr m this activity . 

If you have any questions concerning the 11IA 0 it: requirements, ple::L'Se contn , t Howard 
Goldstein, Jeannine Cody, 0 lolie lIarrisoll, Ollie ofProtected R s urces, NMrS, at 
301 -427 -840 l. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Helen M. Golde 
Acting Director 
Office of Protected Resources 

Enclosur s 

*Printed on Recyc led P per 



UNITED STATES OEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Netlonal Ooeanlc and Atmospheric Adm nlatratlon 
NATIONAL MARINE F ISHERIES SERVICE 
Si lver S pring, MO 20910 

JUN 2 7 2012 

Incidental Hara<:sment Authorization 

We her by authorize Lamont-Doherty Earth Obsc 'alor} (L-DEO), P.O. Box 1000, Palisades, 
New York 10964-8000, under seclion 10 1 (a)(5)(D) l,fthc Marine Mammal Protection Act 
( 1tv1PA) (16lJ.S.C. 1371 (a)(5)(D» , to harass sn"lall numbers of marine mammal incidental to a 
marine g ·~ophysical (seismic) survey conducted by he RN Marcus G. Lallgseth (Langseth) in 
the northeastern Pacific Ocean. July, 2012: 

1. 'Illis Authorizalion i alid frolll Jul y 1through \ugu 'l L 20 12, 

2, Tills Authorization is valid onl for tllC Ll.I.ll,~seth·s specified activities asslI ' ialeu \ -ith seismic 
smvey operations as specifit:d in the Observatory" s Incidental Harassment Au hOI izat ion 
application and the National Science fo mdation's tNSF) associated Environmental Assessment 
in the foIlo\\oing sp~ci[j~d gt:ugraphic area: 

(i) An area bounded by approximately 43 to 45° 1\01111 by approximately 124LO 125 
West. 

], Specie Authorized anJ Le el ofTakes 

(a) This authori7ation limits the incidental laking of marine mamm Is. by Level B 
harassment only. tu the following spel.:ie:'> i1l1hc wakrs of the northcct tern"Pa ific Oc\.:,:m: 

(i) Mvslicetes - see Tahl 1 (allached) for authorized pecic" and takc numbers. 

(ii) Oclontoceles - see T ble 1 (altached) for authorized sp\.:cic ~ and take numbers, 

~iii) Pinnipeds - see Tobl 1 (a'1ached) tor authol;Z ,d species and take numbers , 

(iii ) During the seismic acti\'iti s. if the Holder of this AUlhorization cncount 1'5 

an' marine mammal species tUlder T!\'fFS jurisdiction during seismic acti\itl s 
that are nOllisted in Tuble 1 (artacheu) for authoriz 'd taking and are likely Lo be 
exposed to sound pressure levels ( PLs) f,'Tea1er than or equal to 160 dB rc 1 ~lPa 
(nn ). then the Holder or this Authorization must alter spee ! or course, power
down. or sbut-d Wll the airgun ' to av)id take , 

(b) This A ull tori7--'ltion proh ibit the ta ' ing by injur. (Level harassment). s~ iOtls 
injury. or death nf any of the species listed in Condition 3(a) above ur lhr: taking oj any 
kind of any )Iher specit::, or marine mammal thus, it may r~:sult in lilt' 111{ di li~ation, 
suspension or revocation 01 this uthNi7ation. 

*Printed on Recycled Paper 



4. his Authorization limits the methods auth, rized lor taking by Level B haras ment to the 
following ,lC u tic sources wi thout all amendmenl to this Authorilill ion : 

(i) A 36 Bolt airgun array with a t tal capacity of 6.600 in3 (or , mailer); 

(ii) A multi-beam cchosound r; 

(iii) A sub-bollom profiler; anu 

(iv) An acollstic release transpond r ued to ommunicate with cean bot om 
s ismometers (OBS) . 

5. The lakjng of any marin Ll anunal in a manner plOhibited Wlder this A uthorizat ion rnust b~ 
reported immediatdy to the Office of Protected Resources, Nation 1 Marine Fisheries St;r,, ;ce 
(NMFS), at .)01 -427-8401 . 

6. Mitiuation and MonitorinQ: Requirement 

fbe Holder ol'this Authorization is requireJ lO implement tbe to ll wing mitigation and 
m nitoring requi rements when conducting the sp cifi d activities to achieve the 1 ast 
practicable impact on atlected marine manm1al species or stocks: 

(a) tilize two, 1 MFS-q llalifieu, e :,d-based ProkcteLl Sp CiL;S Visual Observers 
(PSVOs) (~.·cept during meal tim and restroom. breaks, \vhcn at least one PS fO shall 
b . on watch) to iSl1ally watch for and monitor marine mammals near the 'eismic soure 
vessel uuring uaytime dirgun operatioll' (I'WIll nauli~a l l', ilight-da\ 'n t naulkal t, ilight
d sk) and b fore and during sta11-ups of airguns day r n.i~ t. The Lang.~·e!l· · 0: d 
crew shall also assist in d tecling marin l11!'lmmal " when practicabl . P. VOs shall ha e 
ace ss 10 r ticle bUlOl.:ulars (7 x 50 Fl~iinon) . big- 'ye bin cuI rs (25 .' 150), laser range
fmding binoculars. and thermal imaging (;arnera--. PSVO shift· shall last Ilu longer than 4 
h ur ' at a lime. PSVO shall also mahe )bs r alions during daytime perit ds when the 
si mi system IS not operating tor comparison of animal abunda nce and b h vior. vhen 
Fe -;Ible. 

(b) PSVOs shall conduct n onitoring while the ai rgun anay an · str 'nmcr(s) ar being 
ueplo. ed r rec vered [r m lh wat r. 

(c) Record th fo llowing inf rmalion when a marine mammal is sighted: 
(i) Spt:cics, group size, agc/sizjs(:, ' categOlic (if detemlinablc). behavior \'"hen 
(if l sighte and after initial sighting, heading (if coo<:;is tent , hearing and distance 
rrom sei511lic ve sel. ::. ighli ng cue, apparent readiun u the airguns or ve. sel (e.g., 
none, avoidance, approach. paralleling, Ie., and including resp nse. lo ramp-up), 
and hehavi r I pace; and 
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(ii) Tim . location, heading, speed, activity of the vessel (inelu ling number of 
airgun ' perati ng and whelher in slate of ramp-up or pt wer-dowJl). Bl:3U fort sea 
state :lnd \',ind force, visibili . ilnd sun glare; and 

(iii) The uata listd under Condition 6(c)(ii shall als be recor led at the , tart and 
end of ach observation watch and liuling a walch w) never there i ' a change in 
ne or more f the ari ble . 

(d) Utilize th passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) y tern, to the rna 'mum extent 
practicable, to uell:;cl and al low some localization of marine mammals around the 
Langseth during all airgwl operati ns and dwing most petiolis when nin.!lUlS are not 
operating. On MFS- ualiiiecl Protected Species Observer (PSO) and/or expert 
bioacoustieian 0 . .. Pro tected Specie Acou. I ic Obs rv r [PSAO]) shaLlmoni lor the 
PAM at all times in shifts no longer than 6 hours. An ,'pert bioacousticiall ::ihall de ign 
aJ d et up the PAM ::'YSk111 and b pre~ent h; operate or owrs ' c P I, an I available 
when technic I issues occur during the surv~y . 

(e..;) Do auu rCl;o rd the follo ing when an animal is oetected by the PAM: 

(1) Notify the on-duty PSVO(s) imme iately of the presence 01' a vocalizing 
marine mammal so a power- own or ~hut-dovvl1 can be initiated. if required~ 

(ii) Cnter lh~ in on lalion rcganling tlle o(.;alization into a databas~. The data to 
be entered include an acoustic encolmter identification n . mber, vhether it was 
linked witl . vi. ual 'iohting, oat, time \ hen fir t and hLc;;t heard and v hene er 
any aJditil. nal information Will. recorJed. position. and Wall: . d pth ~ihen first 
dcte ted. baing if d [enninabJ . sp ies or 'pc ies group (e.g., unidentifieu 
d Iphin, "P 1111 hale), type ' and nature of sounds hard (e.g., click ', (;ontinuoLls 
sporadic. wllistlcs. ['caJ:.:.. . bu[::.l pulses, strength of sign I. etc.). 'lIld any other 
notable iHrum ation. cOle acoustic delection can also be recordeu for further 
ana ly -is. 

(f) Vi ually I'll ene the entire extent o fthe'clusi n zone eEZ) (1 RO J re I ~lPa [nns] 
(or cetaceans and 190 dD re 1 j..t.Pa [fms] for pilmipcds; see T;}ble : rattach d J fo r 
distances) using NMFS-qualificd PSVO , for at least 30 minutes prior to starting the 
ai rgun anay (da. vr niU'ht). If the P VO finds a me rinc mammal wi lbin the EZ, L-DEO 
must d lay the seJsmic surve lmtil the marine mammal(s) has left the area _ If the p~ VO 
ees a marine mammal that 'urfaces. then eli , es bel w th ~urrace, the PSVO 'hall wdit 

30 minutes. lfthe p, VO see. no marine mammals dwing thal tim , they should assume..; 
that the animal has moved b yond the FZ. If for any reason the entire radilJ cannot be 
seell fur tt l ~nt i r 3U minl1lc~ (i .e., I ugh st! -, fog, Jarknes.), r if lllarillC naJUlllals arc 
near, approaehin~. orin the EZ, the airguns may not be ramp "'d-up. Ifone airgun is 
already running at a" uree level rat least 1St) dB re 1 pPa (ml ), L-DEO 1ll< Y start the 
econd ai rgun WIth ut ob erving the entire t.l Jor ~o minutes prior, pr videJ no manne 

mammals are known to be near the EL lin accordance "YJlh Condition 61hl belo\-v), 
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(g) E tablish a I SU dB re 1 ~lPa (nns) and 190 dB re I }lPa (rms) EZ for marine mammals 
befor the 4- tring airgun array (6,600 in3

) i ' in opaation; and a 180 dB re I Pa (TIllS) 

and 190 dB n; 1 ~Pa (m1s) EZ befor a singl airgun (40 in:i) is in operation, respectively, 
See Table :2 (attached) for distance ' and EZs. 

(h) Ramp-up procedures at the start of st!ismi ' operations or after a shut-down -
Implem nt a "ramp-up" procedure when slarl ing Lip at the beginning of seismi 
operations or anytime after the entire anay has been shut-down for more than g mi nutes, 
which means start the smallest gtm first and add airguns in a sequenc such that the 
ouree level of the array shall increase in teps not exceeding approximat ly 6 dB pc 5

minute period . During ramp-up, the PSVOs shall monitor Lh 180 dB EZ for cetaceans or 
the 190 dB EZ for pinnipeds, and if mnrin mammals are sighted within or about to enter 
the re lcvanl:.Z, a power- lown or shut-down shall be impl mented as though the full 
anay were opt::rali naJ. Therefore, iniliation of ramp-LIp proc clurcs [rom, sbut-<iOYVl1 or 
althe beginning of seislluc operations ICljuires Lllat the PSVOs be able to i w the full EZ 
as described in Condition 6(f , 

(i) Allc::r spceu or course Juril g seismiL op r' Liolls if a marine:: mammal, based on its 
po itio and relative motion, appears likely to enter the relevant EZ. Ir speed Of course 
alteration is not safe or practicable, or if afte aiterati n the marine mamma! still appears 
likel. to nter the b Z, further mitigation meaSUfes, such as a power-down or shut-dov,ll1. 
shal l be taken. 

U) Power-dowll or 'hut-down the :lirglln(s) if a marine mammal is detec t d y"ithin, 
approach s, or enters the relevant EZ (a defined in Table 1, attach d) . A shut-clown 
fieal all peraling i: irguns arc shut-down (i "turned fi). A pow r-clov..;n mean ' 
reducing the number of op rating airg:ms to a sin;",le operating 40 in airgun, which 
reduces he EZ to the ut:gree that the 81 imal( ) is 110 longer in r ah0 It to nter it. 

(k) Following a power-d wn, if the marine mammal approaches the small er designaLed 
EZ, the airguns lllU t then be ompl tc:Jy shut-dovm. Airglm activity sllall not resume 
until the PSV ) has visually obserH~d th mari ne marnmal( ) exi ting the EZ ..md is not 
lik.ely to return, or has nor been seen \ 'ithin the F7 for I minutes fN specie with shNter 
dive dLl ations (small d ntocetes and pim jpeds) or 30 minutes f r species with longer 
clive durations (mysti ctcs ~d large odontoc t S, including spenn. pygmy spenn, dwarf 
~perm . kill r, and beaked whales), Following a shul-doVv11 . t11 .L mgselh may reSWl e 
airgun operations ~ Howing ramp-up procedures d scribed in Condition(h). 

(1) Procedures aft ran extende:l power-down - Monitor lhe f1111 180 dB 12Z for cetaceans 
and the full 190 dB EZ for pinnjpeds. The Langseth may resume full power operations 
anyt ime ailer lhe I;;l1lirc; arra.. has been powered.-doViI1 for In fe than g minute , 
Resuming operations at full po vel' ' fter an extended power-down of more than 8 minutes 
requiTe that the PSVOs be ahle to viev .. th~ fu ll EZ as described in Condition 6(1) , If the 



PSVO sees a marin mammal within or about to enter the relevant EZs, lhen the Langseth 
will imp\ccmen t a c{)urs /sl1eeJ alkratiol1 or power-Jown. 

(01) Marine seismic s rveys may continu into night and 10W-1 ight hours if such 
-;egment(s) 0[' the SUf\' . j;;: initiated when lhe entire relevant FZ~ are Ij"ible and can be 
effectively monitored. 

(n) N initiati n f airgun rray op ration is permitted from a shul-down po ition at 
night or during low-light hours (such as in dense fog or heavy rain) when the entire 
rei vant EZ cann< t be ellective ly mOl itored by Lbe P VO(s) n oul, . 

(0) If a NoI1h Pacific right whale (Ellbalacna japonica) is \'i uall)' sighted, the airgun 
array shall bl;:! ::;llul-clown regard less of the oistam;e of the anima1(s) to the sound source . 
The array shall not resume firing until 30 minute: n~r th last docwm:nteo whale visual 
siahting. 

(p) If killer whales (Orc;'1lL orca) are visually sie,ht" d or detected acoustical]. , the 
ailgwls shall be shut-do v'n reganllss of tl I;:! lli Lance of Lh(! anilllaJ(s) lo the SOWJd sourcc. 
'111 array shal l not re ume tiring until 30 minutes after the la::;t documented whak isual 
sighting or acoustic detection. 

(q) Communicate with NMFS Northwest Fi . herics Scienc Center 
(BraJ.Hansol l(amocuLgOY. 206-3 0-0282), N IF 1 orthwcst R~gioJ al 01Ii~c.: 
(Lvnne.8arrc((:',noJu.gc v, 206-71 -_,807 or Brent. or 'er!:!~I)noaa . gov> 206-526-6550), 
The Whale Muse 1m (h,)tlineriV halemu eum.M9;. 1-800-56_-883"1) and/or Orca Network 
(in£ rfa) . ·anetv.·or\....urg, 1-SG6-672-2GJ8) f(Jr W 'af real-time rt:poll il g orthe 
whereabouts of Southern Re ident killer whal '. 

( ) To the maximlUll c,' l nt pradicabk, schedule seismic )p ' rali ns (i.e .. hooting 
airguns) Juring Ja,ligh hours and OBS operation.' (i.e. dt'pl, y/retrieve) to I ighttil11t;; 
hours . 

(s) To the a 'imllnl xtent practicable. plan to c nducl sei<;m 'c <;l1r eys (e pecially when 
near land) from the ~ ~ (i hore) and procecl t warJ, the S ' , 011'sh r ) in order to 
avoid trapping marine mammals in shullO\\" vater. 

7. Reporting Requirements 

The Holder of this Authorization is requirell to: 

a) SubmiL a draft. report 011 all adivities and mon ir ring r ~ult:s lv h~ Orlil:e ufProlecLed 
Resour es, IFS, vitl"tin 90 days [the c mpletion of the Langsetli's three cruises. 
This report tnU l contain and, ummariz the t()l)nwino infomlcltion: 
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(i Dales, times, J cations. heading, reed~ weather, sea conditions ~incllldjng. 

Beaufort sea state and wind forc ), anu associated activities during all seisnuc 
operations and marine mammal sightings; 

(ii) .'pe ies, number, location, di"tan 'e from the ve sel, and behavior rany 
maline mammals as well as associat ~d seismic a tivity numb r of pow r-dowlls 
and shut-do\ ns), observed thwu ,hout all morutoring acti viti s. 

(iii) An estimate ofthe number (by species) of marine mammals that: (A) are 
known to have be n exposed to the sei nuc activity (ba d on i ual observation) 
at recived levels greater ilian or cq ua! to 160 dB r 1 ~LPa (nus) and/or 180 dB re 
1 ~IPa (lID ) for cetaceans and 190 dB re 1 ~P:l (m1 s) for pinnipeds with a 
discussion of any p cific behaviors those individuals ibite: and (B) may 
have b en exposed (based on reported and corrected empiri <11 value for the 36 
airgun array and moJding IlIcasurements for the single airgull) tu the sei mic 
activi ty at rcc ived levels great r than or equal to L60 dB n; 1 ~Pa nns) and/or 
180 dB re ] ~LPa (rms) for cetaceall"> and 190 dB re I ~lPa (nn ) f r innipeds with 
a discussion of lb nature uf the probabl . co[n~q uell~es of that exposurl: vUlhe 
indivIduals that have bee e, posed. 

(iv) A de ription [ the implementatl n i:Uld e1Iectiven ss ur the: CA) tem1S and 
conditions of the Biological pinion' s Incidenta l Take Statement (fTS) 
(atlat:he\. ); ell J (B) ILlitigaLion Jl1easure . u[ the Incidt:ntal Haras 'menl 
Authorizat ion. For th Biologic~d ( pinion, the report shall confirm the 
implt:menta tion of each Tenn and Condition, as we ll a any con erval ion 
rcwllunc:ndalions, and cl crib~ th~ir iIcti 'ene~s, for minirn iz illg lhl."! aJvec 
effects of the action on Endangered Species Act-listed marine 111aJ1Ullals. 

(b) Submit d final report to the Chic1~ Pem1iL ..lIlJ Cons 'IV tion Division, Offk -. 1.1[ 

Protected Resources, NMFS, within 30 days after receiving COllLments i'rl.lm NMFS on 
the draft report. JfNMFS dec id ' lhat the draft report needs Ill) olllmenLs, the draft 
rep0l1 shall be considered to be the tinal repon. 

(c) In th Ullallti ipated event that the 5p cificd activity cleo rly cause.) th" t -c of a 
marine mammal in n mJ.Illler prohibited by this Authorization, su h as an injUf) (Lc\"c1 J\. 
J arassment), seri LLS injlLry or mortahlY (e.g .. shi p-strike, bear intera tion. and/or 
entangl m nt), L-D£O shall inunediately cease the specifi ~d activities and immediately 
report the incident to the Chi f of the P muts anel Conservatil.ln Div ision, O[fiI.:C o f 
Protected Resources, NMF '. at 301 -417-8401 and/or b 

J 
email to 

Jolic.Harri<;on(lllnoaa .go , Jeannine.( ody((vnoaa.swv, and Howard.Goldstein{(110oaa. lOy 

anJ nit: I Ollhwt:~ t Regional Stranding CuoIJillator at 206-526-6550 
(Brent. orb ru@noaa.gov). The report mu t include the followin~ information: 
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(i) Time, date. and location (lat ttudellongilude) oftbe incident; the name and type 
of esse! involved: Ule vessel's speed during anu lel:tuinll. up to the in(;ident; 
description of th incident; sta us of all sound source usc in the 24 homs 
precediJ1g the incident: water depth; environmental conditions (e .g., wind speed 
and direction, B aufort sea sial, cloud over, and visibility): description of 
l11aIine mmnma] observations in the 24 hour ' preceding thc incident· species 
identification or descri ptio of Ule animal(s) involvf.:d; the fate of the animal( ); 
and photographs or video foo tage ofthe animal (if equipment is available). 

Activities shall not resume until NMFS is able to review th ~ circumstances of the 
prohibited takc. NMFS shaH work with L-DEO to deteml111 what is necessary to 
minimize th likelihood of further prohibited take and ensure M}..ifPA compliance. L
DEO rna) nol resume their activi ie until nolifieu by NMFS via letter, email, or 
tclephon~. 

In the evenlt llat L-DEO discovers an injur~d or JeaJ marinc mammal, and the lead PSO 
determines that the cause of the injury or death is unknown and the death is relati 'ely 
ftCeJl[ (i.t!. , in less ilian a 11 uerak slale o f uecomposition as described in the nt!,· t 
paragraph). L-DEO will immediately report the incident to the Chief oftbe Permits and 
Conservation Division, Office of Protected Resources, NMI' S, at 30 \ -427 - 401, amliN 
by email to Jolje.11arrison(lv,noaa.gov, Jeannine.Codv@nona, gov" and 
Howard.Goldsteinial)lOaa.gov, and the NMFS Northwest Regional Office (206-526-6550) 
anJ/or b f email to the NOlihw~sl Regi,- ual ,sLnmding CoorJincltor 
(Brent.Norbcr~(a.noaa . gov). The rep0rt must include the same intomlatjon identified in 
Condition 7(c)(i) above. Activities may continue while NMFS reviews the circumstances 
ofth~ inciJenl. NMFS will work wi th L-DEO h) uekrminc \-vhcthcr 1ll0dificalinl1s in lhe 
aClivities are appropriate. 

In the event that L-DEO discover: an injured or dead martnc 11 al11lllaL and the lead PSO 
dctclluincs that the injury or death is not a.sso~ia1eJ with or related to the activities 
authorized in Condition 2 ofthis Authorizatinl1 (e.g. , previously wounded animal, carca.<;s 
with moderate LO advanced decomposltion, or scavenger damag ), L-ObO shall report the 
incident to the Chief of the Pemllts and Conservation Division, Office of Protected 
Resources, .JMfS, at 301 -427-8401, and/or by -.;mail t JoLie.Harrison@noaa.gov. 
Jemmine.Cody(iWloaa.goY, and Howard.GoJdstein@nona.Loy, and the NMFS NOlihwest 
Regioual Office (206-526-65 50) and/or b:- email to the Nortl1west RelTional Stranding 
Coordinator (Brent.Norberg(@noaa.gO\) witt in 24 hours ofthe discovery. L-D~O shall 
provide photo .!raphs or video footage (if (lv(1i lable) or other dOl.:1ll11enlation of lhe 
st andcd animal sighting to NMFS and the Marine Mammal Stranding Network. 
Activities may continue while NMFS reviews the circlll11stcmees of the incident. 

9. L-DEO is required to comply wi1h the Term and Condi lions oftJ1e ITS COlT"spond"ng to 
NMFS's Biological Opinion issued to hoth NSF and NNffL ' _ Office ofProtccted Re \)llfCeS 

(attached ). 
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10. A copy of this Authorizati nand th [TS must be in the posses ion rail conlrai.:tors and 
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Attachment 
Table 1. Authorized Take Numbers for Each Marine Mammal Species during the Cascadia 
Thnlst Zone Seismic Sun-cy in the northeastern Paciiic Ocean.-

Authorized Take in 
the Cascadi Thrust 

Zone St ldy Area 

Species 

-
Mvsticetes 

North Pacific right whale 


0
(Ellbalacna japonicu) 
Gray whale 35 
(E.~(:hrichl i lls /'ObI/sIllS) 

Humpback ha.k 12 
(A1egaptera novaeal7~/i((e) 

MinI- whale 
7CBalaenopfera aCZltorostrata} 

-
Sei whale 2
(Balaenoprera p/7ysaf lls) 
Fin whale 

l~
(Balaenoptel'u borealis) 
B lue whale 

3
(Baluenopfera IJIWCIIIIIS) 

.'penn whale 
15

(Physctcr macrocephalus) 

Unidentitied Kogia spp . 

PygIUY spenn whale 

(Ko~ia hre\ icep\-) and/or 1 

Dwarf :::,perll1 \-"hale 

(Kogia sima) 
Cuvier" s beaked v. hale 

6
(Ziphius CUI ir{)sll' ;.'» ) 
Baird' s beaked ,:vhale 

17 
(Beru/'dius bairdii) 

U nidentifi cl l\,fesoj71odol1 


..,_Jbeaked whale (Afesopl()don 
spp.) 

Striped dolphin 


2
(Slenella coer//!eoalba) 
Short-beaked common 

7"' ,
- jdolphin 

(Delphinus de/phis) 
Pacific white-sided dolphin 
(La~enorhY'lchlfS :00 
vb!il/lIidt<1J:> ) 

l Torthctll Light whale! Julphill 


184
(Lissodelphis borealis ) 

-
9 




Risso's dolphi n 
f-( Grampus grise liS ) 

160 

Killer whale 
(nrci17l1S orca) 

0 

Harbor porpoise 
(N70coena phocoe'lE) 

7,314 

Dall' porpOlse 
lPlwcoenoides da/li) 

1.199 

Pinnipeds 
Northern fur . eal 
(Callorhintls ursin/l.\") 

l,l97 

Cal ifomia " a lion (Zulvphus 
californianlls) 

0 

Steller sea lion 
(ElII71elopias jubafus) 

188 

Pacific harbor seal 
(Phoca vi/Illina riclwrclsi) 

3.380 

Northem I phant <;eal 
(AfiJ'OlI11f!;Q aJ7!{usl irostris) 

6:56 

Table 2. Exclusion Zone Radii for Triggering Mitigation . 

. ---r- -
Predicted RMS f)i~tance<; (m) 

Shut-d wn EZ Shut-down EZ Level-B
T w Depth Water Source and 

for Cetaceans Harassm nt lor Pinnip ds 
(m)Volume Dcptl (m) 

l~ O dB Zone190 dB 
, 160 dBI 

. hallow 
lC)h 1.050150 

« 100) 

Single Bolt 1 ntenncdiatc 
60 578 18

6 [0 15 (l00 [ 0 


40in 

airgun 

1.000 

Deep 40 3 5t2 
(> J ,000) 
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4 strings 
"6 airgul!S ]:2 

6,600 in.) 

"'hallow 
« 100) 

Intcnncdialc 
(100 to 
1,000) 

Deep 
( 1.000) 

23,4 70
2.250770 

] .J ,Y351 810 
615 


1,1 00 4,400460 
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APPENDIX B: Basic Summary Data Form  

BASIC DATA FORM 

  
LDEO Project Number MGL1211 

Seismic Contractor 
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia 
University 

Area Surveyed During Reporting Period 
Cascadia Thrust Zone in the Northeast Pacific 
Ocean 

  
Approximately between 43 to 45°N and 124 to 
125°W 

Survey Type OBS 

Vessel and/or Rig Name R/V Marcus G. Langseth 

Permit Number IHA granted by NMFS on 27 June 2012 

Location / Distance of Airgun Deployment 232 meters aft of PSO tower 

Water Depth Min ~50m 

  Max ~1000m 

Dates of project 3 July 2012 THROUGH 6 July 2012 

Total time airguns operating – all power levels: 53 hours 58 minutes 

Time airguns operating at full power on survey lines: 47 hours 32 minutes 

Time airguns operating at partial power on survey lines: 9 minutes 

Time airguns operating at full/partial power on line changes: 33 minutes 

Amount of time mitigation gun (40 in³) operations: 4 hours 41 minutes 

Amount of time in ramp-up: 1 hour 03 minutes 

Number daytime ramp-ups: 2 

Number of night time ramp-ups: 0 

Number of ramp-ups from mitigation source: 0 

Amount of time conducted in airgun testing: None 

Duration of visual observations: 40 hours 43 minute 

Duration of observations while airguns firing: 40 hours 

Duration of observation during airgun silence: 43 minutes 

Duration of acoustic monitoring: 54 hours 31 minutes 

Duration of acoustic monitoring while airguns firing: 53 hours 48 minutes 

Duration of acoustic monitoring during airgun silence: 43 minutes 

Duration of simultaneous acoustic and visual monitoring: 40 hours 33 minutes 

Lead Protected Species Observer: Heidi Ingram 

Protected Species Observers: Jami Allen 

 Katie Douglas 

 Tatiana Moreno 

Acoustic Observer: Emily Ellis 

Number of Marine Mammals Visually Detected: 19 

Number of Marine Mammals Acoustically Detected: 0 

Number of acoustic detections confirmed by visual sighting: 0 

Number of visual sighting confirmed by acoustic detection: 0 

Number of Sea Turtles detected: 0 

List Mitigation Actions (eg. Power-downs, shut-downs, 
ramp-up delays) 8 power-downs, 2 shut-downs 

Duration of operational downtime due to mitigation: 5 hours 18 minutes 
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APPENDIX C: Passive Acoustic Monitoring System Specifications 

 
Passive Acoustic Monitoring System Specifications 

 
Main cable and spare cable: 
 
 
Mechanical Information 
Length  250m 
Diameter 14mm over cable 32mm over mouldings       64mm over connectors 
Weight  60kg 
Connector CEEP 39 pin 

 
Hydrophone elements 
Hydrophone 1  Sphere 1 Broad band          2 kHz to 200 kHz (3dB points) 
Hydrophone 2  Sphere 2 Broad band          2 kHz to 200 kHz   (3dB points) 
Hydrophone 3  Sphere 3 Broad band          2 kHz to 200 kHz   (3dB points) 
Hydrophone 4  Sphere 4 Low frequency           75Hz to 30 kHz   (3dB points) 

 
Depth Capability  100m 
Spacing between elements 1 & 2 (for HF detection)  0.25m   0.16mSecs 
Spacing between elements 2 & 3 (for HF detection)             1.2m   0.8mSecs 
Spacing between elements 3 & 4 (for LF detection)             1.2m   0.8mSecs 

Interface unit Array 1 outputs  

Broad band channel sensitivity              -166dB re 1V/uPa 
Low frequency channel sensitivity  -157dB re 1V/uPa 

 
Deck cable specification                   Length              100m 

                                                           Diameter   14mm 
                                                           Connectors              39 pin ITT female 
                   Flying lead for onboard connection 
          Connector Diameter              64mm   

 
Inboard Deck Cable 
Deck cable specification                   Length   1m 

                                                           Diameter   14mm 
                                                           Connectors   39 pin ITT male 
                     Flying lead for onboard connection 
                                            Connector Diameter                          64mm 
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APPENDIX D: PAM Hydrophone Deployment on the R/V Marcus Langseth  

 
PAM hydrophone deployment and retrieval procedure  

on the R/V Marcus G. Langseth 
 

The hydrophone deployment procedure is a “living” document and may be altered at any time to 
reflect changes in deployment over time. 
 
Overview 
The research vessel Langseth is equipped with a towed PAM array system comprised of a low 
frequency laptop, a high frequency laptop, a data processing unit, a 100m deck cable, and a 
250m linear hydrophone cable with 4 hydrophones and a depth gauge at the last 5m of the 
cable (Figure D.14).  The system is capable of detected a broad range of marine mammal 
vocalizations due to three of the hydrophone elements having a broadband frequency range of 
2 to 200kHz while the fourth hydrophone has a shorter frequency range of 75 to 30kHz for lower 
frequency detections and all four hydrophones having preamplifiers. 
 

 
Figure D.16: Diagram of Linear Hydrophone Array. 

 
The two laptops and data processing unit are set up in the main lab with a GPS cable feed 
(INGGA string) directly from the ship’s navigation system to the low frequency laptop (Figure D. 
15).  The data processing unit connects to the 250m hydrophone cable through a 100m deck 
cable that is run from the main lab out to the gun deck.  Both the deck cable in use and the 
spare are run from the main lab out to out to the gun deck just in case one failed because the 
cable had to be run through the bulk head which can only be done while in port.  The 250m 
hydrophone cable is wound on a section of a deckhead winch on the port side of the gun deck 
(Figure D. 16).  From the winch the hydrophone cable is fed astern and pulled further port by a 
line secured by a yale grip to the port sponson. (Figure D.17).  An 8m rope drogue was secured 
to the end of the hydrophone cable with zip ties with a 9kg shackle secured to the end of the 
rope drogue with a knot and tape (Figure D.18).  Second four lengths of chain weighing 
approximately 2.5kg each were secured on the cable with tape, 3m, 45m, 96, and 132m up from 
the depth gauge (Figure D.19).  The hydrophone is deployed approximately 150m from the 
stern and 50m before the center of string.  Being that the hydrophone cable is free and 
independent of the guns the cable is always retrieved before port gun strings are moved. 
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Figure D.17: PAM Laptops and data processing unit setup. 

 

 
Figure D.18: Hydrophone cable on winch. 
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Figure D.19: Hydrophone cable secured by a yale grip to the port sponson. 

 

 
Figure D.20: Rope drogue and first chain weight secured near hydrophone elements. 
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Figure D.21: One of the four lengths of chain used to weigh down the cable. 

 
Deployment 

 Make sure the data processing unit is off. 

 Make sure the deck cable is disconnected from the hydrophone cable. 

 Make sure chains on the hydrophone cable are secure. 

 Lower the rope drogue and end of the hydrophone cable over the stern and on the port 

side of the yellow umbilicals and the spreader rope (rope through stern chock) making 

sure the elements don’t hit against the vessel. 

 Feed out the hydrophone from the winch. 

 Shut off winch controls, connect hydrophone cable to deck cable, turn on data 

processing unit. 

Retrieval 

 Make sure data processing unit is off. 

 Make sure the deck cable is disconnected to the hydrophone cable. 

 Retrieval is the opposite of deployment.   

 Make sure the hydrophone elements don’t hit against the stern and store them loosely 

around the winch. 

HSE 
All PPE required while on gun deck, including coveralls, hardhat, steel toe boots, safety glasses 
and gloves.  Working close to the side, pinch points at the winch, trip hazards, and potential for 
jellyfish tentacles on the cable upon retrieval are potential hazards. 
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APPENDIX E: Summary of visual detections of protected species during the Cascadia thrust zone marine geophysical 

survey. 

 
 

Record 
No. 

Date 
Time 
(UTC) 

Species 
Group 
Size 

Vessel Position  
Source 

Activity Initial 
Detection 

Movement/ 
Behaviour 

CPA Source  
/ Source 
Activity 

Mitigation 
Action 

Comments 

1 4-Jul 12:30 
Humpback 
whale 

2 
44.85303°N 

124.22228°W 
Full power UN SA DF 

1767 m / 
Full power 

Power 
down 

Observed leaving 180 dB safety 
radius, resumed full power. 

2 4-Jul 13:15 
Humpback 
whale 

2 
44.86497°N 

124.27708°W 
Full power PE/BH SA DF 

800 m / 
Not firing 

Power / 
Shut down 

Observed leaving 180 dB safety 
radius, initiated ramp-up. 

3 4-Jul 14:14 
Humpback 
whale 

1 
44.86537°N 

124.32130°W 
Full power PE/AH BV DF 

1500 m / 
Mitigation 

Power 
down 

Observed leaving 180 dB safety 
radius, resumed full power. 

4 4-Jul 15:01 
Unidentified 
whale 

1 
44.86578°N 

124.37902°W 
Mitigation 

firing 
UN BV 

5889 m / 
Full power 

None  

5 4-Jul 15:55 
Unidentified 
whale 

2 
44.83028°N 

124.44088°W 
Full power PV/OD BV 

2614 m /  
Full power 

None  

6 4-Jul 16:49 
Unidentified 
whale 

1 
44.75025°N 

124.47055°W 
Full power UN BV 

2200 m / 
Full power 

None  

7 4-Jul 16:56 
Unidentified 
whale 

2 
44.74123°N 

124.47393°W 
Full power AV BV 

2200 m / 
Full power 

None  

8 4-Jul 19:25 
Unidentified 
baleen whale 

2 
44.51960°N 

124.55597°W 
Full power PV/OD BV DV 

5664 m / 
Full power 

None  

9 5-Jul 01:16 
Unidentified 
whale 

3 
43.99905°N 

124.74612°W 
Full power PV/OD BV 

5000 m / 
Full power 

None  

10 5-Jul 02:14 
Humpback 
whale 

2 
43.90757°N 

124.77877°W 
Full power PV/OD SA DF 

1700 m / 
Full power 

Power 
down 

Observed leaving 180 dB safety 
radius, resumed full power. 
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Record 
No. 

Date 
Time 
(UTC) 

Species 
Group 
Size 

Vessel Position  
Source 

Activity Initial 
Detection 

Movement/ 
Behaviour 

CPA Source  
/ Source 
Activity 

Mitigation 
Action 

Comments 

11 5-Jul 02:50 
Unidentified 
whale 

1 
43.85925°N 

124.79638°W 
Full power UN BV 

1702 m / 
Full power 

Power 
down 

Observed leaving 180 dB safety 
radius, resumed full power. 

12 5-Jul 13:21 
Humpback 
whale 

1 
44.46475°N 

124.81943°W 
Full power AV BV DF 

3000 m / 
Full power 

None  

13 5-Jul 13:21 
Humpback 
whale 

2 
44.46475°N 

124.81943°W 
Full power PE/AH BV DF 

2000 m / 
Full power 

None  

14 5-Jul 13:54 
Humpback 
whale 

3 
44.51697°N 

124.79950°W 
Full power PV/OD SA DF 

300 m / 
Mitigation 

firing 

Power 
down 

Observed leaving 180 dB safety 
radius. 

15 5-Jul 14:01 
Humpback 
whale 

2 
44.51697°N 

124.79950°W 
Full power AV BV DF 

1900 m / 
Full power 

None  

16 5-Jul 14:16 
Humpback 
whale 

1 
44.55143°N 

124.78643°W 
Mitigation 

firing 
PV/SD SA DF 

200 m / 
Mitigation 

firing 
None 

Already powered down for Det. 14. 
Observed leaving 180 dB safety 
radius. 

17 5-Jul 14:25 
Unidentified 
whale 

1 
44.56328°N 

124.78188°W 
Mitigation 

firing 
PV/OD BV 

5800 m / 
Mitigation 

firing 
None  

18 5-Jul 16:28 
Humpback 
whale 

5 
44.72555°N 

124.71998°W 
Full power PV/OD SA DF 

350 m /  
Not firing 

Power / 
Shut down 

Using 160 dB safety radius for 
humpback whales. 

19 6-Jul 2:17 
Humpback 
whale 

2 
44.31482°N 

124.27140°W 
Full power PV/OD 

BV DV 
DF 

4300 m / 
Mitigation 

firing 

Power 
down 

Using 160 dB safety radius for 
humpback whales. 
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APPENDIX F: Species of birds and other wildlife observed during the Cascadia thrust zone marine geophysical survey. 

Common Name Family Genus Species 

Approximate 
Number of 
Individuals 
Observed 

Approximate 
Number of Days 

Species Was 
Observed 

Black-footed albatross Diomedeidae Diomedea nigripes 37 3 

Herring Gull Laridae Larus  argentatus 39 3 

California Gull Laridae Larus california 1 1 

Common Murre Alcidae Uria aalge 21 3 

Northern Fulmar Procellariidae Fulmarus glacialis 1 1 

Unidentified  petrel Hydrobatidae Oceanodroma  3 2 

Unidentified shore bird     3 1 

 

Common Name Family Genus Species 

Approximate 
Number of 
Individuals 
Observed 

Approximate 
Number of Days 

Species Was 
Observed 

Blue Shark Carcharhinidae Prionace glauca 1 1 

Unidentified moth     1 1 

Dragon fly    1 1 
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APPENDIX G: Exceeded Take Reports  

 



Time: 13:54 – 14:49 UTC, 16:28-17:55 UTC, 5 July 2012 
Location: (44.51697°N, 124.79950°W) (44.72555°N, 124.71998°W) 
Water depth: 350-404m 
Vessel speed and heading: ~5 kts, 10° 
 
Wind speed and direction: 10-12 kts North 
Beaufort sea state: 3 
Visibility: 10 km 
Cloud cover/Glare: 30% / Moderate glare 
 
Vessel activity at initial sighting: Firing full power on survey line 
Source activity in 24 hours preceding sighting:  Firing full power with the exception 
of four power downs for whales inside the safety radius. 
 
Description of the incident: This report covers four separate sightings, three of them 
overlapping from 13:54-14:49 UTC.  At 13:54 three humpback whales (two of them 
counting towards allotted takes) were observed off the bow of the vessel traveling 
parallel in the opposite direction.  As they neared the 180 dB safety radius the acoustic 
source was powered down at 14:04.  At 14:01 two more humpbacks were observed ~2 
km off the port side of the vessel swimming away from the vessel.  As the group of three 
continued to pass and were just off the stern of the vessel another humpback was 
observed breaching ~100 m off the bow of the vessel at 14:16.  This whale fluked just off 
the stbd bow of the vessel and was next observed off the stern swimming parallel in the 
same direction.  The original three whales were observed outside of the 180 dB safety 
radius at 14:23 and were last observed at 14:34 ~ 4 km from the vessel.  The last whale 
was observed outside of the 180 dB safety radius ~2.6 km from the vessel at 14:49.  
 
Another detection of five humpbacks occurred from 16:28-17:55 UTC.  The whales were 
first observed ~2 km off the bow.  As the vessel approached and they were identified as 
humpbacks the acoustic source was powered down.  As the whales approached the 160 
dB radius for the mitigation gun the acoustic source was shut down.  The whales were 
last observed ~4.5 km from the vessel at 17:55 UTC and ramp-up was initiated at 18:25 
UTC. 
 
 Description of all marine mammal observations in the 24 hours 
 preceding the incident: Six humpback whale sightings.  Seven unidentified whale 
sightings. 
 
 Photographs or video footage:n/a 
 



Time: 2:17 – 3:26 UTC, 6 July 2012 
Location: 44.31482°N, 124.27140°W  
Water depth: 70m 
Vessel speed and heading: 5.5 kts, 186° 
 
Wind speed and direction: 11 kts North 
Beaufort sea state: 3 
Visibility: 10 km 
Cloud cover/Glare: 35% / Severe glare 
 
Vessel activity at initial sighting: Firing full power on survey line 
Source activity in 24 hours preceding sighting:  Firing full power with the exception 
of five power downs and one shut down for whales inside the safety radii. 
 
Description of the incident:  Two whales positively identified as humpbacks and the 
acoustic source powered down at 2:33 UTC.  Whales remained farther than 4km from 
vessel and were last observed at 3:26 UTC.  End of survey line was at 2:36 UTC 
completing the Trehu project. 
 
 Description of all marine mammal observations in the 24 hours 
 preceding the incident: Ten humpback whale sightings.  Eight unidentified whale 
sightings. 
 
 Photographs or video footage:n/a 
 


